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QUESTION 1

When using the WLAN planning tool, which type of area should be used for areas with coverage field strength
requirements but no access and bandwidth requirements? 

A. Key coverage areas 

B. Ordinary coverage area 

C. Blind area 

D. AP deployment area 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

When planning a WDS network, what kind of radio is generally preferred for wireless bridged links? 

A. 2.4GHz 

B. 5GHz 

C. 2.4GHz and 5GHz are recommended 

D. Both 2.4GHz and 5GHz are not recommended, and bridges require special frequency bands. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following authentication methods has the longest roaming time? 

A. OPEN 

B. 802.1x certification 

C. WEP+PSK 

D. Portal 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Users use the WLAN Tester 2.0 tool to perform the survey and must load the network card before starting 

the survey. 
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Regarding the NIC loading, the following statement is correct? 

A. The network card must be loaded before each survey. 

B. After opening the tool, you only need to load the network card once. 

C. After entering the tool for the first time, the network card must be loaded when starting the survey. 

D. After opening the tool to load the network card, the second network card will be loaded automatically, but there is an
interval between them. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

The following statement about the connection of the device is wrong? 

A. The joints on the AP/power splitter/coupler/combiner/antenna are generally N-type male heads, and the two ends of
the feeder are generally N-type female heads, and the two are connected to each other. 

B. Under normal circumstances, the indoor system or the longer distance (greater than 50 meters) uses 7/8 lines, and
the tributary or short-distance transmission uses 1/2 feeders. 

C. 1/2 super soft feeder is very thin and flexible. It is generally used in the case where the gap is small or the turning
angle is large. 

D. When the actual project calculates the feeder, the short feeder can directly calculate the number of standard feeders.
After the long feeder needs to confirm the routing path, reserve 10%~20% feeder length 

Correct Answer: A 
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